
 

 
 

 
Remise des insignes de chevalier des arts et lettres à 

Madame Ally Derks, directrice de l'IDFA 
- Discours prononcé par Laurent Pic - 

 
Dear Ally Derks 
 
Tradition dictates  that such ceremony usually takes place 
in the intimate surrounding of the French Residence This 
evening we are shaking up this tradition and I think that the 
principle of shaking a tradition not necessary displeases 
you. 
 
And I speak in the presence of your numerous friends, the 
public and the professionals attending the opening of the 
2015 IDFA. Your Festival! 
 
Please allow me however to go back on your personal 
journey which is intimately linked to the object of this 
Festival.  
 
Your early wish to study drama before becoming an actress 
was interfered with, or rather reoriented by a mentor who 
encouraged you to follow studies in “Theatre, film, and 
television science” at the University of Utrecht. Your final 

project focused on film. You have often said it was your 
most important decision. A decision influenced by luck, 
because you have always been fortunate enough to benefit 
from luck and make the best of it. Thus at the end of your 
studies, your encounter with Jan de Vaal, the director of the 
Filmmuseum, where you quickly accepted an internship. He 
put you in contact with  the Dutch Film Institute which 
organized the Festikon festival, an educational film and 
video festival.  For two years, from 1985-1987, you joined 
the organizing team for the festival. 
 
This was a springboard for you and it allowed you to 
confirm your choice and reinforced your interest for the 
world that surrounded you, in opposition to the fiction of 
“cinema”.  It’s the reality that is of interest to you, more 
precisely filmed reality. And behind the reality through the 
prism of cinema, the engagement that goes hand in hand 
with it. 
 
And, this is precisely the origin of your idea to create a 
documentary film festival. How much energy did you invest 
in implementing this project, when no festival of this kind 
existed in the Netherlands. 
 



 

 
 

The first edition in 1988 welcomed 2.000 viewers, and that 
already constituted a remarkable success. Today there are 
more than 150.000 people that attend the IDFA each year. 
 
Under your guidance, the festival has earned acclaim and 
recognition, becoming the largest documentary film festival 
in the world, for the public and directors. In the program for 
the 2015 edition, more than 300 films will be shown, with 
78 world premiers, along with panels, debates, and 
interactive encounters. Almost 3000 foreign professionals 
are attending as well as producers and buyers of television 
programs. 
 
Needless to say more. These accomplishments speak for 
themselves. I believe that the public that came tonight to 
this opening reflects  this exemplary success better than 
words. 
 
 
Allow me also to underline the interest that you have and 
that you were able to share for the French “Viewpoint” and 
the art of the documentary. Indeed, it is present in your 
programming since the beginning and numerous French 
directors have been welcomed : Raymond Depardon, 

Marceline Loridan, Jean-Gabriel Periot, Jean-Michel Carré, 
Claude Mouriéras,  just to name a few. 
This year 23 French documentaries are selected such as 
“Human” a film by Yann Arthus Bertrand. At the moment 
when COP 21 is about to open in Paris, this choice is worth 
emphasizing. 
 
In 2014 the Jury awarded the Prize for best feature length 
film to Laurent Bécue-Renard’s “Of Men and War”, in 2007 
to Gonzalo Arijon’s “Stranded”, and in 1995 to Raymond 
Depardon for “Flagrants delits”. French directors are also 
regularly in the jury: Anne Aghion in 2014, Nicole Guillemet, 
Frédéric Le Boyer, Marceline Loridan, Jean-Pierre Rehm, 
Cyril Neyrat, Madeleine Avramoussis, who is responsible for 
Arte Programming and Luciano Rigolini, who has for almost 
20 years run the creative documentaries for the Franco- 
German channel. 
 
Dear Ally Derks, you received in 2008 the IJ Prize from the 
city of Amsterdam, awarded to people who have 
contributed to the economic influence of the city. In 2011 
you received the prestigious Doc Mogul Award, which is 
awarded to eminent people in the field of documentary 
film. 
 



 

 
 

It was high time for France to recognize all your merits. And 
all that because passion for documentary films is one of the 
many bounds that link France and the Netherland. At a time 
when our values are attacked by barbarism, it is worth 
remembering that culture is part of our way of life, of our 
civilisation. France definitely shares that with The 
Netherlands. 
 
And this is just adding to the significance of our gathering 
tonight 
Dear Ally Derks, au nom du Ministre de la Culture, nous 
vous faisons chevalier des Arts et Lettres. 


